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ABSTRACT

So far several animal and case-control studies have confirmed this hypothesis that dietary fat increases the risk of breast cancer. However, cohort studies have not shown this relationship. The aim of this study was to review the studies on the relationship between dietary fat intake and breast cancer risk among women. Electronic database PubMed and Google Scholar were searched using the key words: Breast cancer, dietary fat, serum estrogen, saturated fatty acids (SFAs), monounsaturated fatty acids (MUFAs) and polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFAs). The evidence of the studies regarding to the association of total and subtypes of fat intake with breast cancer risk are inconsistent. Several studies have shown that, among several types of fat, SFAs and w-3 PUFA intake are associated with an increased and reduced risk of breast cancer, respectively. The relationship between MUFAs intake and breast cancer risk is conflicting. Narrow ranges of fat intake among populations, measurement errors, high correlation between specific types of dietary fat, the confounding variables like body fatness and high-energy intake and other dietary components such as fiber and antioxidants might be probable explanations for these inconsistent results. Although we are not at a stage where we can justifiably advise women to reduce their fat intake to decrease the risk of developing breast cancer, it seems the current guidelines to lower total fat consumption and recommendation to consumption of unsaturated fats such as MUFAs and w-3 fatty acids and also reduction of SFAs (meat and dairy products) intake to avoid heart disease is also useful for breast cancer risk.
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INTRODUCTION

Breast cancer is the most common type of cancer in women world-wide. This kind of cancer was accounted for 23% (1.38 million) of the total new cancer cases and 14% (458,400) of the total cancer deaths in 2008.[1,2] The breast cancer is considered as a prevalent disease in the developed world; however, half of the breast cancer cases and 60% of deaths due to this cancer
Happening in developing countries,

In Iran, the prevalence of breast cancer was increased during the last four decades and it is one of the prevalent cancer among Iranian women (24/100,000).

The role of diet is implicated in incidence of breast cancer.

There are some evidence that the dietary intake of subjects in developing countries needs improvement and the kind of fat intake should be changed. There is obvious evidence that lifestyle changes may increase the treatment results of breast cancer. The hypothesis that dietary fat can increase breast cancer risk has been supported by animal experiments and some case-control studies. However, this association has not been supported by cohort studies. Several combined analyses have been performed on the basis of published results or pooled data to estimate the possible association between fat intake and breast cancer risk. For example, a pooled analysis of subsequent cohort studies found no relationship of fat intake and breast cancer risk. However, a meta-analysis of 14 cohort studies showed that women who were in the highest levels of total fat intake had 13% higher risk of breast cancer. Narrow ranges of fat intake may be probable explanation for this lack of association in some prospective studies.

The evidence is more complicated for different fat subtypes. Among types of fat, saturated fat intake is shown to be positively related with breast cancer risk. Problems in obtaining exact estimates of various types of fat intake due to high correlation between specific types of dietary fat, which existed in the same food sources and also differences in dietary patterns among populations are probably causes of contradictory results of epidemiologic studies. There is a strong evidence that estrogen level is a main determinant for breast cancer risk. Observational studies have shown that dietary fat by increasing production of endogenous estrogen may lead to breast cancer. Concentration of free estradiol may be increased due to replacement of transporter albumin estradiol with free fatty acids in the blood. Collected evidences showed that western dietary habits, which contain higher dietary fat are related to this high-risk hormonal profile. However, the real association between fat intake and breast cancer risk is not still consistent. Thus, the aim of this review article is to investigate the association between dietary fat and breast cancer risk among women.

**METHODS**

In this study, electronic database, PubMed and Google Scholar were searched using the key words: Breast cancer, dietary fat, serum estrogen, saturated fatty acids (SFAs), monounsaturated fatty acids (MUFA) and polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFAs). Cross-sectional, clinical trial, prospective cohort, pooled analysis and meta-analysis studies that published from 1986 to 2011 were selected. We also reviewed the reference lists of the related publications to recognize additional studies.

**Selection of studies**

After limiting the words to titles, about 44 articles were found. First, we read the title and abstract of all gathered articles and selected those that were related to the subject. Twenty eight studies were found by searching in the reference list of selected articles. We excluded four articles due to irrelevant to subject as well as lack of access to their full text. Overall, 68 studies were selected and analyzed. A summary of articles with titles and various designs is shown in the Table 1.

**RESULT**

*Total fat intake and breast cancer risk*

The results of observational epidemiologic studies about the relationship between total fat intake and breast cancer risk are complicated. Evidence from case-control studies have indicated that increasing total fat and specific type of fat intake is associated with elevated breast cancer risk among adult women. However, this result is not supported by some prospective cohort studies. Animal studies, international comparisons have shown that high intake of total dietary fat increase risk of breast cancer. So far, several combined analyses have been performed on the basis of published results or pooled data to estimate the possible association between fat intake and breast cancer risk. For example pooled analysis of subsequent cohort studies found no relationship of fat intake and breast cancer risk. However, a meta-analysis of 14 cohort studies showed that women who were in the highest levels of total fat.
intake had 13% higher risk of breast cancer. In general, prospective studies do not support from the fat-breast cancer relation or only have reported a small positive relation. The investigators have suggested that measurement errors may be as one of the reasons for the null results that reported in some studies. Bingham et al. and Freedman et al. proposed that food diaries and records compared to food frequency questionnaires (FFQs), which used in most cohort studies for assessment of dietary intake, might estimate stronger relationship between dietary fat and breast cancer risk. The Norfolk cohort of the European Prospective Investigation into Cancer and Nutrition reported statistically significant positive associations between the risk of breast cancer and both total and saturated fat, but when intakes were analyzed by FFQ this relation were non-significant. As well as, a Swedish cohort which used FFQs found no association between total or saturated fat intakes with breast cancer risk. The studies have reported that, non-dietary breast cancer risk factors such as menopausal status and history of benign breast disease may be effective on the associations of total or saturated fat with breast cancer risk. Interaction between dietary fat intake and menopausal hormone therapy may lead to the null results reported in some cohort studies. The fat-breast cancer risk relation may be confounded by factors such as energy intake and weight change. Because, obesity is identified as risk-factor for breast cancer among postmenopausal women, it seems that high energy intake and body fatness might be confound the observed positive association of fat intake with breast cancer risk in postmenopausal. However, the effect of obesity in premenopausal is not consistent. In this regard, an inverse association of breast cancer incidence with low fat diet has been suggested in Women's Health Initiation randomized control

Table 1: Some of the investigated studies in present article

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publish year</th>
<th>Study design</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Number of subjects</th>
<th>Age of subjects</th>
<th>Main results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thiébaut et al.</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Prospective cohort</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>188 736</td>
<td>50-71</td>
<td>Dietary fat intake was directly associated with the risk of invasive breast cancer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sieri et al.</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Prospective cohort</td>
<td>10 European countries</td>
<td>351 826 women, 7119 breast cancer event</td>
<td>20-70</td>
<td>A weak positive association showed between saturated fat intake and breast cancer risk. This association was more pronounced for postmenopausal women who never used hormone therapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cho et al.</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>Prospective cohort</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>90655 premenopausal women</td>
<td>26-46</td>
<td>Intake of animal fat, mainly from red meat and high fat dairy foods, during premenopausal years is associated with an increased risk of breast cancer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith-Warner et al.</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>Pooled analysis of cohort studies</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>351 821 women, 7329 incident invasive breast cancer</td>
<td>28-93</td>
<td>A weak positive association showed with substitution of saturated fat for carbohydrate consumption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nagata et al.</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>324 healthy postmenopausal women</td>
<td>57.5</td>
<td>High intake of fat is associated with higher serum levels of estrone and DHEAS in postmenopausal women</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DHEAS=Dehydroepiandrosterone
dietary modification trial.[38] However, reduced fat intake alone cannot decrease breast cancer risk since the reduction of fat intake accompanied by changing in dietary components such as total calories, fiber, carbohydrates, fruits and vegetables and micronutrients.[39] Thus, the effects of confounding variables on breast cancer risk might be obscure a true relationship between dietary fat and cancer risk and even explain inconsistent results of studies.[40] Evidence has been shown that estrogen develops breast tumorigenesis.[41] For example, in one study among 324 healthy postmenopausal Japanese women, high fat intake after controlling for age and other potential breast cancer risk factors was related to higher serum levels of estrone and dehydroepiandrostosterone.[42] Higher serum levels of androgens have been suggested to be associated with greater breast cancer risk.[43] A meta-analysis of 13 studies showed that reduction of fat intake lead to a 7.4% reduction in serum estradiol levels among premenopausal women and 23% among postmenopausal women.[44] However, results of prior studies provide this suggestion that the fat-estrogen hypothesis necessitate greater studies.[45]

**SFA as breast cancer risk**

The association of specific types of fat with breast cancer risk is more complex. In similar to total fat intake, the positive association of SFA intake with breast cancer risk has been suggested in several case-control studies.[19,42,43] Some cohort studies have also supported the results of case control studies on SFA.[18,21,33,35,44] As well as, a meta-analysis of 14 cohort studies reported a statistically significant higher risk of breast cancer among women who consumed the highest levels of SFA compared to the lowest levels of SFA.[19] In contrast, summary analyses of cohort studies found no association between intakes of total, SFA, MUFA or PUFA and breast cancer risk.[45] In addition, a recent meta-analysis of 11 cohort studies also found no association between the animal fat intake (source of SFA) and the breast cancer.[46] Since the composition of fatty acids differs between animal sources, thus may be lead to different effects of animal fat on breast cancer risk.[27,46] Different finding obtained in case-control and cohort studies may be attributable to recall bias and measurement errors by a single FFQ.[47] As well as, differences in dietary patterns among populations, high correlation between specific types of dietary fat, which existed in the same food sources[3] and also the confounding role of obesity, reproductive factors and history of benign breast may be reasons for obscuring true relationship between fat subtypes and breast cancer risk.[20] However, Smith-Warner et al. in a pooled analysis of 8 cohort studies has shown a weak elevation (relative risk [RR]: 1.09, 95% confidence interval [CI]: 1.00,1.19) in breast cancer risk by replacement of SFA intake for carbohydrate consumption in an isocaloric diet.[18] It seems that prevention of coronary heart disease in addition to breast cancer is good reason for choosing low intake of animal fat (red meat and high fat dairy), which is the source of SFA.[48]

**MUFAs and breast cancer risk**

The relationship between MUFA intake and breast cancer risk seems to depend on the contributing food source such as olive oil and margarine, food processing and varies confounding variables including energy intake and other subtypes of fat intake. Some animal studies[49] a combined analysis of 12 case-control studies[28] and also a meta-analysis of 10 case-control studies[45] have shown a positive role of MUFA in the pathogenesis of breast cancer. A meta-analysis of prospective studies has reported a significant increase of 2-fold risk for the highest versus the lowest level of MUFAs (RR = 2.15, 95% CI: 1.68-2.74).[50] In contrast, several cohort studies have shown an inverse association of MUFA intake and breast cancer risk.[51,52] As well as, some other studies have shown no association MUFAs intake and breast cancer risk.[36,38] Epidemiological evidence has shown that olive oil, which contains MUFAs, might reduce the risk of breast cancer risk.[53-55] Beneficial effects of olive oil on breast cancer may be attributable to improvement of insulin resistance.[56] Hyperinsulinemia through reducing the production of sex hormone-binding globulin and also by inhibiting apoptosis may increase breast cancer.[57] However, the protective effects of olive oil have not been supported by some of cohort studies.[58] Since olive oil is an indicator of a healthy Mediterranean diet, its association with breast cancer may be confounded by other favorable life-style behaviors and polyphenolic compounds.[59] Certain foods that contribute to supply of MUFA maybe the possible explanation for different effects of this kind of fat intake.
subtypes on breast cancer risk.\[^3\]\ For example, olive oil is source of oleic acid intake in Mediterranean diet.\[^16[^0]\]\ Whereas, in U.S diet margarines that contain hydrogenated form of oleic acid are the primary source, that may increase breast cancer risk.\[^61]\]

### PUFAs and breast cancer risk

Animal studies have indicated that PUFAs based on double-bond position may have varies effects on breast cancer risk.\[^49,62]\ Animal studies have confirmed promoting effect of polyunsaturated fats particularly linoleic acid and arachidonic acid and also inhibitory effect of marine derived w-3 fatty acids on mammary tumorigenesis.\[^62,63]\ Some of the case-control studies have reported positive\[^64,65]\ relation of w-6 fatty acids intake with breast cancer risk. W-6 fatty acids by competition with w-3 fatty acids to produce eicosanoids increase the risk of breast cancer and also because of having many double bonds are easily oxidized and enhance cellular damage.\[^64]\ Other case-control studies showed that serum w-6 fatty acids are inversely related to breast cancer risk.\[^66]\ The evidence from other cohort studies have reported a protective effect of n-3 PUFAs from fish/shellfish (marine n-3 fatty acids) on breast cancer.\[^67,68]\ Gago-Dominguez et al.\[^68]\ in a cohort study by 7 years follow up suggested that an intake level of approximately 40 g of fish/shellfish/day can 25% decrease the risk of breast cancer. Moreover, a meta-analysis of cohort studies\[^50]\ and also a systematic review\[^69]\ showed an inverse association of w-3 fatty acids with breast cancer risk. In this mentioned meta-analysis very long chain n-3 PUFAs intake, which was estimated by using the composition of fatty acids in biological samples such as adipose tissue, erythrocyte membranes, serum and plasma showed a protective effect on breast cancer.\[^50]\ The estimation of fatty acid intake from biological samples in compared with dietary questionnaires is more accurate measurement because, it eliminate inadequacies and limitation of dietary questionnaires like a variation of fatty acid composition of the same food. Thus, the results of studies on biological markers of fat intake and breast cancer risk are more reliable. However, the effects of omega-3 fatty acids on breast cancer were not shown in two other case-control studies that had investigated constituent fatty acids in the adipose tissue.\[^70,71]\ Eventual chemical contaminants might confound true beneficial effects of long chain n-3 PUFAs that existed in marine sources.\[^71]\ For explaining this conflicted result, the investigators have suggested that rather than single fatty acid the ratio of n-6 PUFAs to n-3 may be effective on breast cancer risk.\[^39]\ The European community multi-center study on antioxidants, myocardial infarction and breast cancer reported that omega-3 to omega-6 ratio is related to breast cancer inversely.\[^72]\ The mechanisms that have been proposed for the protective effect of n-3 PUFAs include suppression of arachidonic acid – derived eicosanoid biosynthesis, alteration of estrogen metabolism and they also reduce production of free radicals and modify the insulin sensitivity.\[^73]\ The investigators suggest that high intake of w-3 fatty acids as the supplements might indicate an association.\[^69]\ For example Patterson et al. in a cohort study after 7.3 years following up\[^74]\ has showed that higher intakes (>73 mg/d) of eicosapentaenoic acid and docosahexaenoic acid from foods (marine sources) reduce the risk of additional breast cancer events approximately in 25%. This was associated with reduced risk of all-cause mortality but fish oil supplements because of low use of them in this cohort were not related to improved outcomes. Omega-3 PUFAs-breast cancer relation may be confounded by other protective factors such as vitamin E and C, which exist in their source (fish oils and marine oils).\[^73]\ It seems other dietary factors, life-style components and even overall dietary pattern may contribute in the protective role of marine foods.

### DISCUSSION

The results of epidemiological studies, which have investigated the association between total fat intake and breast cancer risk, are inconsistent. Some animal studies have shown that the incidence of mammary tumors plateau when about 20% of total calorie intake from fat.\[^75,76]\ If existence of threshold effect of fat generalized to breast cancer in human, it may be a reason for lack of relationship between fat intake and breast cancer that have been reported in some western studies because the most of western populations consume more than 20% of calories from fat.\[^24]\ Thus, the narrow ranges of fat intakes in the studies maybe one possible explanation for this lack of relationship between total fat intake and breast cancer risk in some prospective studies.\[^18]\ In addition, different biases in dietary measurements
could interfere with a true relationship. For example, a pooled analyses of cohort studies that was performed by Bingham et al. reported a nonsignificant increase in the risk of breast cancer when fat intake was measured by FFQ but a significant stronger increase when was measured by food records. Age, family history and various menstrual and reproductive factors and also obesity are important factors that may contribute in developing breast cancer and so confound the association of fat intake with breast cancer risk. Thus, the effects of dietary fat on breast cancer risk may be different regarding to menopausal status. Some of studies have suggested that, diet like fat intake in early adult years may be effective on breast cancer. For example, the cohort study that was done on the premenopausal women that enrolled in the Nurse’s Health Study II reported a direct relationship of animal fat intake with breast cancer risk. However, reported a positive association between total fat intake and breast cancer risk among postmenopausal in some studies may be due to confounding effect of potent variables like weight loss. Moreover, intake of specific fatty acids rather than total fat intake may be related to breast cancer risk and lead to inconsistent results of prospective and retrospective studies.

In addition to total fat intake, the association between intake of subtypes of fat and breast cancer risk is also conflicting. Different dietary pattern of populations and consequently, the strong correlation between types of fat may be resulted in different association between each types of fat and breast cancer risk. This correlation reduces the statistical power to disentangle the true association between each type of fat and breast cancer risk. Differences in population of studies, duration of study follow-up, food source of specific types of fat and amount of total and specific types of fat intake may be an effective factor for different report in studies. For example, the inverse association of oleic acid have indicated in some studies which olive oil is the source of oleic acid, whereas, in other studies, which margarines are the primary source (contain hydrogenated form of oleic acid) a direct association of them have been seen. Moreover, other carcinogen compound that found in the food source of specific fatty acid may confound the real relationship of the subtypes of fat with breast cancer. Soluble hormones or growth factor, which exists in high fat dairy, may be the result of increased risk of breast cancer. Carcinogens such as heterocyclic amines, N-nitroso compound and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, which are found an abundance in cooked red meat could cause to mammary tumor in animal. Dietary fat could result in to initiation and development of breast tumor by several mechanisms. These mechanisms include the stimulation of production of estrogen and other endogenous hormone, regulation of immune function and modulation of gene expression. Pooled-analysis of six prospective studies reported that mean concentration of serum estradiol was 15% higher in women who had developed breast cancer than those who did not have. There is an evidence regarding the relationship between a low fat intake and the reduction of the concentrations of bio-available serum sex hormones. Thus, high levels of serum sex hormones are the main risk factors for breast cancer. High fat intake through increasing intestinal reabsorption and elevating levels of blood free fatty acids may increase the serum concentration of free estrogens. Studies suggest that SFA intake may increase breast cancer risk by increasing insulin resistance. The association between plasma concentration of insulin, c-peptide and insulin growth factor-1 and breast cancer risk have been shown in several studies. However, biological mechanisms of the effects of animal fat (SFA or MUFA) on breast cancer risk are not clearly stated yet. Health-conscious behaviors may also interfere in the real association between breast cancer and fat intake. For example, the subjects who participate in mammographic screening may choose a low fat diet and so lead to earlier detection of cases among women that consume low fat diet. Moreover, consumption of diet with high grain and vegetable, other rich source food of lignans and other phytoestrogen, which may inhabit the cell-proliferating effects of endogenous estrogens, are health-conscious behaviors that may effect on artificial reduction of breast cancer incidence. Large-scale studies with different dietary patterns and also well-designed trials may help to appear true relationship between total and specific types of fat and breast cancer. Thus, because diets high
CONCLUSIONS

The results of epidemiological studies which have investigated the association between total and subtypes of fat intake and breast cancer risk are inconsistent. Narrow ranges of fat intake among populations, measurement errors and high correlation between specific types of dietary fat are probable explanations for these inconsistent results. As well as, the confounding variables such as body fatness and high-energy intake and other dietary components like fiber and antioxidants might modify the real association of total and certain subtypes of fat intake with breast cancer risk. Although, we are not at a stage where we can justifiably advise women to reduce their fat intake to reduce the chances of them developing breast cancer, but it seems recommendation of unsaturated fats such as MUFAs and w-3 fatty acids may be useful with regard to cardiovascular disease and also little evidence support the adverse effects of them on cancer risk. As well as, because diets high in fat contribute to obesity the current guidelines to lower total fat consumption to avoid heart disease are appropriate also for breast cancer.
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